Faculty of Linguistics, Philology & Phonetics

General Linguistics Seminar
Michaelmas Term 2021

The following seminars will be given on Mondays 5:15 pm **weeks 2-8** only
Mondays Room 2 – Taylorian Institute

ALL WELCOME

2nd Wk: 18th October
Lutz Marten
(SOAS)
**Surface parameters and morphosyntactic variation in Bantu**

3rd Wk: 25th October
**Towards a diachronic typology of wh-words**
Robert Truswell
(University of Edinburgh)

4th Wk: 1st November
**Structural persistence as Systemstörung**
Professor Kersti Börjars
(University of Oxford)

5th Wk: 8th November
**A have-perfect in Ancient Greek? Philological and linguistic observations on the “skhêma Sophokeleon”**
Professor Andreas Willi
(University of Oxford)

6th Wk: 15th November
Professor Alison Wray
**Using language to predict who will get Alzheimer’s disease: why would we imagine it would work?**
(University of Cardiff)

7th Wk: 22nd November
**On the empirical basis and formal derivation of penultimate stress**
Dr Bert Vaux
(Stanford University)

8th Wk: 29th November
**Donatus on linguistic variation in Terence**
Professor Robert Maltby
(Leeds University)

Conveners: Aditi Lahiri - Kerstin Hoge - Wolfgang de Melo